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SUMMARY OF THE NRC/DOE MEETING
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BACKGROUND

The purpose of the meeting was for the NRC and the DOE to
reach agreement on the level of detail to be presented by the DOE
in the SCP and separate study plans. The DOE's approach to level
of detail was described in advance materials provided by the DOE
ten working days prior to the meeting (Attachment 2). The DOE
presented additional explanatory information in materials
distributed at the meeting (Attachment 3).

NRC presented and discussed their comments on the advance
materials provided by the DOE. NRC's comments are summarized
below under observations. Representatives from the States and
Indian Tribes also participated in discussions on selected
topics. Agreement was reached concerning revisions to the
advance materials, as noted under the DOE/NRC agreements listed
below and in Attachment 4.

Representatives from the States of Washington, Utah,
Mississippi, Texas, Nevada, and Louisiana, and from the Yakima
and Nez Perce Indian Tribes attended the meeting. They
interacted extensively in the meeting and provided comments and
questions which were considered in revising the advance
materials. Agreements were achieved between the Department of
Energy, and the States and Indian Tribes as noted in the DOE-
States/Indian Tribes agreements listed below.

A rough draft of the revised advance materials was
given to the States and Indian Tribes for their information and
comment during the meeting with the understanding that word
changes might still be needed. The States and Indian Tribes were
given the opportunity to submit their own written observations,
agreements, and open items to be included in the meeting summary.
None was submitted.
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NRC OBSERVATIONS

The NRC had the following observations:

1. The revised and agreed-to approach to the level of
detail in the SCP, the "Content Requirements" for both
studies and investigations and the defined terms documented
in Attachment 4 should provide sufficient guidance, along
with DOE's "Annotated Outline for SCPs"1 for the DOE to
prepare Section 8.3 of the SCPs and separate study plans.

The NRC staff considers that the revised and agreed to
approach in Attachment 4 is consistent with previous NRC
staff positions and agreements regarding the SCP in NUREG-
960, Regulatory Guide 4.17, and DOEs Annotated Outline for
SCPs, the October 29-30, 1985 meeting on site
characterization plans in Section 8.3, and NRC's December
12, 1985 letter to the DOE on the subject. In these
documents the NRC staff has stated that it is the DOE's
decision to determine the location of study plans, i.e.,
within Section 8.3 of the SCP or as references to
Section 8.3. In addition, while the SCP should be
comprehensive to some level of detail, plans may be more
defined and detailed for early phases and less defined and
detailed for later phases.

2. NRC believes that the quality, completeness, and consistency
of the SCPs will be significantly improved by using the
guidance agreed to in this meeting. This was a result of
effective and constructive discussion among the DOE, NRC,
and participants from the States and Indian Tribes.

In order for NRC to complete its SCP review in the six month
review period, numerous pre-SCP consultations are needed to
allow NRC to provide early feedback to the DOE on
development of investigations and study plans for resolution
of issues and collection of data. In order to plan such
consultations, the NRC repeats its earlier request for the
DOE to identify milestones and schedules for pre-exploratory
shaft activities to allow agreement on appropriate points
for consultation with NRC.

3. NRC asked how off-site studies would be included in the
SCP (e.g., studies conducted by SRPO at the Avery Island
mine and the Asse mine). The DOE stated that off-site
studies which provide information for licensing would be
included; however, studies such as those which are used for
improving instrumentation or testing methods would not be
included. An agreement on this item was included in
Attachment 4.

4. NRC observed that study plans concerning the exploratory
shaft testing ( that would be available at the same time
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as the SCP) should include studies from the exploratory
shaft, studies that might be affected by the exploratory
shaft construction (e.g., large-scale pump tests at the
Hanford Site) and studies that might affect shaft design and
construction. The DOE expressed concern that this could be
interpreted to include all studies in or from the
underground facility. NRC indicated that information on
studies in the underground facility that might
significantly affect the exploratory shaft would be needed
(e.g., the extent of drifts needed for testing affects the
size of the shafts). NRC also asked that the DOE identify
which studies would be available at the time of SCP
issuance. An agreement on this topic is given in Agreement
2, Action Item 1, and in Attachment 4.

5. NRC asked if the DOE was preparing an exploratory shaft
design report that would be a reference to Section 8.4 of

K> the SCP. The DOE stated that such a report is being
prepared and that it might be available at the time of SCP
issuance. As NRC has stated before, all SCP references
must be available at the time of SCP issuance.

6. NRC observed that a commitment from the DOE was needed for
making available study plans after those provided at the
time of SCP issuance. NRC proposed that study plans be
available for review six months before studies are initiated
using the mechanism of the semi-annual progress reports.
The DOE asked NRC to notify them of major concerns during
the first three months of review. This was agreed to and
incorporated into Attachment 4.-

7. NRC observed that DOE's proposal of releasing nonstandard
procedures 30 days before the test is initiated is not
enough time for review. Sixty days is more appropriate to
allow for review by NRC staff and contractors. The DOE
asked that NRC notify DOE of major concerns during the
first 30 days. NRC also noted that for selected, non-
standard procedures specific early review and consultation
with the DOE and other parties will be needed. This was
agreed to and incorporated into Attachment 4.

8. NRC repeated the suggestion made in NRC's December 12,
1985, letter to the DOE to include in the content
requirements for studies (Attachment B) rationales for the
selected number, location, duration, and timing of tests.
The DOE expressed concern that NRC wanted advantages and
limitations written up for all alternative numbers,
locations, durations and timings considered. NRC responded
by stating that the DOE should identify reasonable
alternatives and summarize reasons for not selecting them.
An agreement on this topic was incorporated into Attachment
4.

9. NRC expressed the need for having information on
interrelationships and interferences among tests and among
tests and exploratory shaft facility design and construction
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both in the SCP at the investigation level and in the study
plans. Such attention is needed to show how tests fit into
the overall testing program and how tests have been chosen,
designed or sequenced such that adverse interferences with
other tests have been minimized or avoided. An agreement on
this topic was incorporated into Attachment 4.

10. The DOE indicated that it will use various Quality Assurance
(QA) levels for conducting tests and analyses described in
Section 8.3 (see pages 10-11 of advance materials). The
DOE QA level I includes 10 CFR Part 60 Subpart G
requirements which are applicable to items important to
safety, barriers important to waste isolation and related
activities (such as site characterization). The NRC staff
believes most activities conducted during site
characterization should be subject to QA level I, especially
at this stage of the program when the importance of

K> individual items and activities (including research and
preliminary testing) to demonstration of compliance with
licensing requirements is uncertain (reference June 25,
1985, letter from Miller to Vieth and February 12, 1986,
letter from Linehan to Purcell). Assuming most tests and
analyses in SCP Chapter 8.3 relate to demonstrating a site's
ability to protect public radiological health and safety and
the environment and therefore will potentially be utilized
in the license application, the staff believes they should
meet QA level I requirements.

In addition, the NRC staff believes that new data
collection, interpretation, and analyses to be conducted
prior to and during site characterization should be covered
by an appropriate level of quality assurance. All on-going
activities should be evaluated as soon as practicable (prior
to the SCP) to determine the level of QA which is
appropriate, implement the measures associated with the
appropriate level, and determine what is needed to qualify,
if possible, the information obtained prior to
implementation of the appropriate QA measures. The NRC
staff believes that the DOE should not rely on
qualifying licensing-related information collected by the
DOE and DOE contractors/subcontractors for any work
conducted under a non-Subpart G QA program for new work
initiated prior to issuance of the SCP. An agreement on
this topic is given in Action Item 3 and incorporated into
Attachment 4.

DOE OBSERVATIONS

The DOE had the following observations:

1. The DOE has agreed to provide extensive details of plans
for site characterization activities through the SCP, study
plans, and procedures. The DOE will provide this information to
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the NRC in a way that allows the NRC to review and comment
on the plans sufficiently in advance of starting the
activities. Although the DOE believes that this level of
detail is not required at this stage of pre-licensing
consultation, the DOE has agreed to provide this information
to the extent practicable in the agreed-to timeframes,
consistent with the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act.

2. An unapproved, working draft of the DOE/NRC SCP level of
detail meeting was distributed among the meeting
participants to facilitate discussion. This draft was
revised by DOE and NRC, and additional materials were added
to reflect additional agreements and concerns of the meeting
participants.

3. The DOE intends to provide the NRC with an issues hierarchy
document for NRC review. The DOE requested that NRC
schedule a meeting in mid-June to discuss the issues hierarchy.

OPEN ITEMS

There were no open items remaining at the close of the
meeting.

DOE-NRC AGREEMENTS AND ACTION ITEMS

The DOE and NRC made the following agreements:

1. During the course of the meeting NRC presented numerous comments
on the DOE's approach to the level of detail in the SCP and the
"Content Requirements" for both the study plans and
investigations described in the advance materials (Attachment 2).
These comments are summarized in the preceeding NRC observations.
The comments were discussed and changes agreed to were
incorporated into the advance materials. Attachment 4 includes
all of the changes and represents an agreed upon approach for
presentation of site characterization plans and study plans.

2. During the course of the meeting NRC staff and various
representatives of the States and Indian Tribes discussed at
length the need for the availability.of information from on-going
studies, new studies started before SCP issuance and studies that
might be started immediately after SCP issuance.

In accordance with pre-consultation agreements in the NRC-DOE
Procedural Agreement, NRC expressed concern that plans for the
above studies be made available for review and consultation in a
timely manner.

For studies conducted prior to SCP issuance at the salt
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site(s), NRC requested study plans before studies are
initiated. For studies to be initiated within six months
after issuance'of the SCP, study plans should be given to NRC
before the SCP issuance in time for NRC review. These study
plans should follow the "Content Requirements for Studies" in
Attachment 4-B agreed to in this meeting. Consultations with
the DOE during the development of these studies need to be
planned to discuss NRC concerns with such items as complete
study rationales, adequacy of test/analysis methods,
interference among tests, and adequacy of study-specific
QA programs.

A list of on-going studies at the Federal sites will be
given to NRC to assist them in requesting specific
procedures for review. Study plans for those
on-going studies which\ l continue ast SCP issuance
should accompany the SCP The DOE will provide spec fc

rocdurs, lan-, estand QA information from the lie
on NRC re est if available/ Study plans for new studies
nit ated before SCP issuance should be provided before
studies are initiated and consultations scheduled during
development of these plans as described above for the
salt site(s). The study -plans should follow the "Content
Requirements for Studies" in Attachment 4-B agreed to in
this meeting.

While the NRC did not request a letter report summarizing
all on-going and new pre-SCP studies such as the one agreed-
to by DOE, States and Indian Tribes, the NRC staff will make
use of this report when it becomes available.

In addition, if the DOE determines that data from studies
conducted before the SCP issuance precludes the need for further
studies in a particular area, the basis for this conclusion
in the SCP should include specific reference to the study or
test plans for collection of the data.

The DOE agreed to provide the NRC the requested information
identified above.

The DOE and the NRC agreed to the following DOE action items:

1. In the December 12, 1985 the NRC letter to DOE which provided
comments on the level of detail in Section 8.3 of the SCP,
NRC expressed an interest in receiving an hierarchal listing
of the names of programs, investigations, studies, tests and
analyses which will be conducted for each project during
site characterization. This information would be useful
early in NRC SCP review preparations to understand the
integrated framework of each overall program. During the
meeting, the NRC asked for this information and the DOE
agreed to provide it when it is developed.

Furthermore, in response to another NRC request, the DOE
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agreed to use the above hierarchy to identify to the NRC
those study plans that would be available at the time of SCP
issuance and study plans for studies that would be initiated
between the Presidential approval of site recommendation and
SCP issuance.

2. The DOE agreed with NRCs request to revise the comparison of
content requirements in Attachment D of the advance
material to make it consistent with the agreed to revisions
of the content requirements for studies and investigations as
specified in Attachment 4.

3. Based on concerns in NRC Observation 10, the DOE and
NRC staff agreed that a meeting is necessary to discuss the
methodology, implementation, and schedule for implementation
of the DOEs quality assurance level assignments. The DOE
will schedule this meeting in the next three months and
provide NRC with the information necessary to support
discussions (e.g., the current OGR and Projects procedures
for quality level assignments).

4. The DOE agreed to provide a description of the QA program for
development of the SCP. This description should include the
rationale for assigning the SCP and related preparation
activities to QA level II. The description will include the
approach for assuring that internal reviews consider the
rationale and integration of the SCP, and the control of
changes associated with site characterization plans, studies,
and individual investigations.

5. In the minutes from the December, 1985, meeting with the
DOE on QA, the NRC staff expressed concern "that the
traceability of QA requirements from the administrative
procedures to the detailed technical procedures could be
hindered by an insufficient level of detail in the QA
administrative procedures referenced in the SCP." The NRC
requested examples be provided prior to submittal of the SCP
showing the hierarchy of documents which define and
implement QA measures. The DOE agreed to provide this
information by September 30, 1986.

DOE-STATES/INDIAN TRIBES AGREEMENTS

1. For Federal site(s) the DOE will prepare:

a. A 15-20 page letter report to describe the
following items, for on-going activities and planned
site characterization activities to be initiated
between Presidential approval of site recommendation
and SCP issuance:

1. List of on-going tests;

2. List of planned tests;
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3. Rationale for activities; and

4. Tie-in to SCP's.

b. Meetings will be arranged between the DOE
Project Office(s) and States and Indian Tribes to
discuss the letter report and identify workshops
to cover tests in more detail.

2. For non-Federal site(s) the DOE will provide:

Copies of plans for studies to be conducted at a
candidate site(s) prior to issuance of the SCP for
review prior to implementation. These study plans will
follow the content requirement per this meeting
agreement, and include:

1. Rationale for each study and

2. Relationship of the study to the SCP.

The review period for these plans will be negotiated
between the affected States, Indian Tribes, and the DOE
Salt Repository Project Office.
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* Agenda for the NRC/DOE Meeting
on the Level of Detail in the CP

May 7 and 8, 1986
. Washington, D.C.

Forrestal Building, Room 4A-104.

May 7, 196

Introduction of Participants R. Stein, DOE
and Purpose of Meeting

DOE Opening Remarks D. Alexander, DOE

NRC Opening Remarks J. Linehan, NRC

DOE Presentation C. Hanlon, DOE

BREAK/CAUCUS

NRC Comments R. ohnson, NRC

States.', Indian Tribes' Comments

LUNCH/CAUCUS

Interactive Discussion All Participants

BREAW/CAUCUS

Observations and Identification All Participants
of Agreements/Actions

Adjourn to Prepare Meeting Summary DOE/NRC

8:30 AM

9:00

9:15

9:30

10:15

10:45

11:30

12:38

2:20

3:30

3:45

AM

AM

AM

AM

AM

AM

PM

PM

PH

PM

5:00 PH

- May B. 1986

Reconvene to Finalize Meeting S.mmary DOE/NRC 1: 00 H
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.ADVANCE MATERIALS FOR
DOE-NRC MEETING

LEVEL OF DETAIL INTHE SCP I /
May 7-8, 1986

Background

On October 29-30, 1985, the NRC and the DOE met to d S cus the
content, requirenefts,. and level of detail tobe provi d in the
test plans, analyses, and studies of ection .3 of Sn dCP. The
'DOE presented its position on this topic through a g eral out-
li-e entitled,rContent Riequtiients for escription of Studies
in Chapter 8 of the CP" and i lnuber of Specific xatnples of the

. application of the outline. Vo611lowing the Zeeti , the NRC
provided coiments on the information presented the meeting
_- (letteto:D. Alexander from . hinean, Deceier 12, 1985),
i ncludihn uggested evisions to the "Conten Requirements" out-
line, and concluded that igorous use o t revised outline
would likely reslt in the appropriate ev of detail in the
SCP. In its comments, the NRC noted the it was the DOE's
4ecision on bw to best lroduce the inf ation for the SCP,
whether such information be provided e irely within the SCP or
by using supporting references.

Since the meeting and receivin the comments from the NRC,
the OE has estiblished ' appro oh to the level of detail to be
provided in the SCP itself and e detail which will be provided
in upporting. documents* By- iding an overall description and
interpretation of the Lst prt rai, the DOE will be able to
providdea document that w illette± define and describe the
testin# needed to dharacte6 e the site. The purpose of the May
-7-8, 1986 meeting 1B to p sent the DOE plans for the level of
detail to be provided inCe ct. Key questions to be addressed
during the May 7-8 ee g are:

o To what lev of detail will the Chapter 8 of SCP present
informato) related to each of the terms described in the
november , 985 etter from D. Alexander (DOE) to J.
Lienhan/(NRC)? (The definitions of terms to be used in
Sectio 8.3 of the SCP are included as Attachment A.)

o Wha other documents describing ite characteriza-
ti L activities will present information related to these

* frms7

o What near-term test descriptions and procedures will be
available before or at the time the CP is released?

o Will study/test plans contain the information in the
December 12, 1985 NRC mark-up of the DOE "Content
Requirements" for study plans?



Discussions

The hierarchal terms to.be used in the SCP, have been
in the November 8, 1985 D. Alexander (DOE) letter to .
(NRC). The terms, defined in Attachment A, are:

Hierarchal Terms Level of Detail Plannin Docume

Program (generic)
Program (specific) Higher Level 8CP
Investigation

Study
Test, Analysis Lover Level Study lans
Procedure Tes dures

The SCP will contain a complete discussion f the information
associated with the higher-level terms, and. summary discussion
of the information asbociated with the lowe level terms, by
relying on other documents that will be re rred to as "study
plans". and "test procedures". pecificaly, the SP will provide
an extensive discussion of the programs oth generic and
specific) and Investigations to be condcted during site
characterization. The level of detaiyprovided for programs and
investigations will be cotsistent ng SCPs._ Studies, analyses,
anid tests will e described in matrx or table format in the SCP.
Siibequently, details of the stud s, analyses, and tests will be
presented in the study plans. A licable test procedures will be
referenced if.-available. The £ will adopt standard procedures
if applicable, but it is expe ed that some standard test
Procedures will have to be m, ified for site specific tests and
no6me cases ew test proc dures will have to be developed.
Modificattons and 4evelop nt of new test procedures will be
provided in test procedu s that will be issued in project
technical reports.

The site charact ization program will be described in the
SCP, as required by e NWPA,.and in periodic progress reports
issued every six m sthe during site characterization. The SCP
will be upporte y 8eparate documents consisting of references,
study plane, an test procedures. Although details of studies,
tests, and anases will not be presented in the SCP, they will
be be presentKd in study plans that will referenced by periodic
progress re; rts throughout site characterization. Therefore, no
changes ar needed in Section 8.3 of the Annotated Outline (AO)
to reflec a change in the level of detail to be presented in the
SCP.

S dy plans for exploratory shaft testing as appropriate will
be p ovided for review at the same time as the SCP. It is DOE's
in ntion to provide study plans at the same time as the SCP for
a site characterization testing to be conducted within one year

the-issuance of the SCP. In cases where such study plans are
ot available at the same time as the SCP, a schedule for their

completion will be provided in Section 8.5 of the SCP. Procedures
for individual tests wil be available for information at least



30 dys before. the test is initiated. These test procedures will
contain a level of detail consistent with standard procedures
.applied ive t f I ecn rea and wi Al identify each of the
technicalsteps to be carried out during the test. The test
procedures will indicate the specific steps that will be taeX for
*quality assurance purposes.

The "Content Requ rements" document for studies has b n modified
.to accommodite the informaton requested by the RC in e

ecember 2, '498 5 letter fr Linehan to Alexander (NR markup of
'WE Content Requirements o'f' Studies in-Chapter 8 of SCP),
- with the xc.eption of one poibt concerning alternati es. The
revied."Content Requirements'forDescriptions of udies" is
.. nclued ¢6 3Xttachment a. thie advantages and likations of the

.. var~ous itdrnatLve test hd analysis methods wi be discussed
--- in ther supporting reference's.' Rowever, the adv ntages and
:,litationt ofthe. various alternatvertet n ers, locations,

* ' . `durations and 'timlhg, and wlUnot ee discus d because all tests
selected will b.e evalu.ted to assure that e resulting data will
be adequate tor meeting te objectives of e test.

.' . -. SIn additions the DOE has written "C tent Requirements For
0D6scriptionsof IhVestigatons in Cha er 8 of the CP"

(AttachmentC .C otW eonten.Requi ants" descriptions
(A ttachments B .and C) serve a 6'an eansion of information listed
in Table 2 of the AC.'and are eons tent witfi Section 8.3 of the
-o. 0-. It shouldbe noted that bo "Content Requirements"

- 'documents do.not prescribe a fo at for presenting the required
information, either in the CP or in study plans. In the CP,
the information oftAttachnen 1Cewill eformatted according to
the AW ' common format ba not been etablished for the study
plans, A4comparison chart s provided (Attachment D) showing the
modifications to'the bco ant Requirements" that have been made
in'going from the'studi level to the investigations level.
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Attachment A

DVEFNITIONS .OF TEES TO BE USED
IN SECTION 8.3 OF THE SCP

T-he following tezs are defined to ssure consistency in the
.;, idelopmezc of #ection 8.X of the sCe. lnlthe "Bu^axy CC 1C/

:* iteeting on the Slte haracterizatilon Plans Section 8.3,
*' -'OCtOb 29a'3O 29 8 5 k DA agreed to provide )mC with definiti s 
of ' ae fo low tess rogram, S 3vestigation, study tes *

* :analy61s exPertd "t5 test rithod, &nc~procedure by Friday
ovember S8 95. U ddition DOagreed to Qorrelate e

defined terms Vith ose 1ised n the projeat specific e mIples
i; Wrsented at ihe Ocoer 29-36 ieeting to -fcilitate review.

(Tigqure 2). he Auer of 4eratchial terms used in n SCP Will
.aFy depending on e &pproi ed by a given pro ot in the
*-- etei'ophernt£f 8, ''of t4e ScP, howevebr e level f detail will

*- -lwgy~ :,p at seti tp gB stu'By level i6 specifi in the DOE
qu gldinbi 'o rContet hm rnts tor £ pescrti.s of Studies in
Ch&pter 8 of the SC*..

r Erogram (Generilt z the te program" is ui d in the annotated
outline (AO) to refer to-t+he -ird level eiementSn the outline,
e.g.,--. "- * ..*;. *

.8.34 paite Pro acm f '

8..)$ei yse Pora

8.3.5 Perfformiance s sment Proram

. - roara (Specific): t e tern program" is also to be applied to
the fourth level eleentsi ection 8.3 of the AO. At the 4
digit ieve the tez refers a two or more related
investigations. {therefore within the context of 8.3s

. _. *-. _ ' " * -G* .

'' -# i' "' 83 ll. *eoly * a-S * - *.* * *-

' - ' .3.1.3 Myooy
: ~ * 83.l.4 G chemistry .

8: i-m.tlog-y
* -. :;s. . ...

etc. are refe to as specific Rrograms.

Znvestiaation the term "investigation" s to be used in Section
8.3 of the Ato refer tos (1) the first major subdivision of a
specific pr ran, and 2) 'is comprised of two or more related
studies. Pe ydralogy rogram" (6.3.1.3) may include several
major in stigatons with very different objectives. For
exa ple



*. .

1 -aleohydrologic Z ations to establish ature and ates
.t of dto'log c'ptcessea -operatin within the Quatexnay /

urface Vydrplogy Investications with ugtiple objeftiv:$ncluding tuanticXat±Qn of ground wer conumPti nd use,
.ansessntrof poteit3al lor oreseeale humanactiies such as
round-wat.vithdral;i ,*extensve itrigation, or struction of

large scale surfaces water ipoundments.

. Stud -the term study .is to be used in ecti *.3 to refer to
.a combinition Of. tests a anayes whih deal ith a single or
several related .c1ectivev nithia ivaen ar of study. The
presentatio* of b-Studdy 'dlw follom Ie DOE idance in "Content
-: equirement for s- ptiot of Studies i Chapter 8 of the SCP"
,- 4tih the additions greed to between DEORC in the October 29-30
neetig minutes on ection 8.2

' . yalysis - is sed here to refer to assessment of test results
rough calculations, modeling 'or t ical judgement.

Tests - the term "test" to to be sed in Section 8.3 of the AO to
refer to a? cozibination of pzoce rps vhich are used for the
identificati, meaiasurement, a ealuation of a uality,

dharacterist.ic,' or property o a material or system that produces
., data or information through ne or more experiments (test

results). - , .'. . .

.* Procedure - describes detailed stepwise process which
r a ' bpecifies how a test 11 actually be conducted (e.g. ASTH

standards).

xperizent - oper ions that are carried out under controlled
conditions s spe ified .tapplicable procedures to establish
characteristics r vilues of the' quality, characteristic,
or property of material.or ystem being examined.



Attachment B

DOE CONTENT REQUIREMUST FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF 1UDIESS
iN TUDY PANS/ 

The test program presented in Chapter of the SCP
: subdivided intO hierarchk of t.ncreasing detail. The S test program

*7 : .hierarchy wlli"inclide (in-increas g detail)t generi programi
specific progrma iesU gationi study .tests and an ysesi and test

' - procedures. Detaiis f1or studies and tests and anal see, listed in
Chapter 'B of theSCP, Vill be'presented in study ans. Study plans

* ' '. ill.be-gepariate iiom'the.,C tRproper, and will 'beifse periodically
: .,. thioughout site characteri ation. Indivldual te 'procedures will be

reterenced in'the study plans.

The foljowing.outline describes the in irmaton on studies, tests
.and analyses that will be presented in the tudy plans. A study may

V involve a single test or 'p set of tests d analyses, a appropriate.
' The tests includeptphpe *eaiuremenit ok hysical parameters, or

-. . observations bo physical phenomena, th a re performed in the field or
-in the1aboratoty. Test activities lude preparation of procedures,
test'et-up,'conduct of the test, da acquiition, and data

* - reduction. the analyae iaclude se calculations or other
evaluations needed'to assess'site characteristics and support design
activities.

The items listed in the tine will be addressed for studies and
; - tests and.analyses to the e ent that each item applies. Hot all

items will be applicable i all studies.

I. Purpose and Oec es of Studiest

o Describe the in armation that will be obtained in this study.
_ Briefly discus how this information will be usedt and.

- o Provide the ationale and justification for the information to
' be obtaine by the study. It.can be justified by: 1.) a
- perfermane goal and a confidence level in that goal (developed

vii the erformance'allocation process and results that will
be 6es ibed elsewhere in the CP)i 2.) a design goal and a
*conf enoe level in.that goal (design. goals beyond those related
to rformance isues)r 3.) a direct Federal, State, and other
re latozy requirements for. pecific studies. Where relevant

rformance or design goals actually apply at a higher level than
e study"(e.g. where the goals apply to a group of studies),

describe the relationship between this study and that higher
level goal.

I. Rationale for Selected Study:

o Provide the rationale and justification for the selected
/ tests and'analyses (including standard tests). Indicate the

alternative test and'analytical methods from which they were



selected, including options for type of test, instrumentatio1,
data colletin isd. recording, and alternative analytical'
approaches. Describe the advantages and limitations of
various options; and

o Describe the constraints that exist. for the study, an explain
how thepe'constraints affect selection of test metho and
'analtical'approaches. Factors to be considered in ude:

- Potential impacts on the site from testi ;

- Whether the study needs to simulate re ository
conditions;

- Required accuracy and precision of arameters to be
leasured with test instrumentatio 

-. Limits of analytical methods t will use the
information from the tests

Capability of analytical m0o8 to support the
study; and

Time required versus t e ible to complete the
study.

11I. Description of Tests and a ses:

o Since studies are compr sed of tests and analyses, provide for
each type of test:

- Describe the g eral approach that will be used in
the test. D cribe key parameters that will be
measured in'e test and the experimental conditions
tunder Whi the test will be conducted. Indicate the
nium1 er of ests and their locations (e.g. spatial
locatic relative to the site, exploratory shaft
ftaili elements, repository layout, stratigraphic
units depth, and test location)s

- 8a arize the test methods. Reference any standard
p 6cedures (eM.g., ASIM, API) to be used. If any of the
rocedures to be used are not standard, or if a

standard procedure will be modified, summarize the
steps of the test, how it will be modified, and
reference, the technical procedures that will be

* followed durin gthe test. f procedures are not yet
available, indicate when they will be available.

/ ,/[Indicate the level of quality assurance and reference
/ (the applicable specific QA requirements that will be

applied to the test;

- Specify the tolerance, accuracy, and precision
required in the test, where appropriate;
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- Indicate the range.of expected results of the test
and the bsis'for these expected results;

- List the equipment.required for the test and
describe briefly any such equipment that i s eoia

- Describe techniques to be used for data reductio
and analysis of the results;

.-, Discuss the representativeness of the test i luding
why the test.results are considered represe ative Of
future conditions br thespatial variabil y of
. 'lexis1ig conditions. Also indicate limi tions and

- uncertainties that will apply to the us of the
resultst and

- Provide illustrations.such as maps oss sections to
show the'lcations-of tests and s layouts of tests.

o For each type of Analysis/

- S,8tate the purpose-,of the anal sesdicating the
* , ,.-test$ing or design activity ing supported. Indicate

what conditiOns or enviro , nts will be evaluated and
ny vensitivity 6r uncert nty 8n~lyses that will be

performed. Discuss-.the ieationip of the analysis to
the set performance go s and confidence levelsi

- Describe the methods of analysis, including any
analytical express ns and numerical models that will

*. be employed/

- Reference the cbnical procedures document that
will te folo td during the analysis. f procedures are
not yptavaible, indicate when they will be
availabl*. ndicate the level of quality assurance
that vil. e applied to'the analysis and reference the
applicab QA requirements

- Ident y the data input requirements of the analysis,

- Des ibe the expected output and accuracy of the
a ysisr and

- jescribe tho representativeness of the analytical
approach (e.g., with respect to spatial variability of

j* existing conditions and future conditions) and indicate
limitations and uncertainties that will apply to the
results.

Aplication of Results:

o Briefly discuss where the results from the study will be used
for the support of other studies (performance assessment, design,
and characterization studies)l



o For performance assessment uses, refer to specific performan
. assessment analyses (described in Section 83.5 of the CP) kdch
willuse the informatiQn produced from the studies describ

* above, and refer to any use of the results for model val ationi

o For design uses, referto, pr describe,. where the info iaton
tram the. tudy descriJed above will be used in const otion

. . ecuipment.4es ign. and development and engineering sy em design
and development (e.g., waste package, repository e ineered
barriers, and shafts and borehole seals)i and

o For haracterization uses, refer to, or descr , where the
i:nformaton from the study described above w used in
planning-other characterization activities.

V. Schedule and Milestones:

o Provide-the durations of and nterrel ionships among the
principa activties'Jassociated with onducting the study (e.g.,
preoaratton of test procedures, es set-ups, testing, data
*.. analyses,. pteparition of reports i and ndicate the key
* Milestones inclu.ding deciSion po ta associated with the study
activitiesi

o Describe.the timing of this udy relative to other studies and
other program activities th will affect, or will be affected
by, the shedule for compl Ion of the subject studyl and

o Dates for activities or ilestones, including durations and
interrelationships, iodthe study plans will be provided. These
should reference the saster chedules provided in Section 8.5. of
the SCP.



Attachment C

DOE CONTENT REQUIREMENTS FR DESCRIPTIONS OF INVESTIGATI 
IN CHAPTER 8-.3 OF-THE ITE CCTERIZATION PS

The test program presented in Chapter 8.3 of the Sie
Characterization Pl ps (SCPs) will be subdivided into ierarchy of
increasing detail.' The CP test program hierarchy wi include (in
increasing detail): geheric prpgrqez specife c progra i investigation:
stUdy! &nd test nd analys. 'enerlc programs, ;p cific programs,
and nvestigatlions will be describod in' Chapter 8. of the SCP.
Details for studies, tests,' and analyses will be resented in study
plins separate from the SCP (ee Attachment ).

The following outline describes the con nt requirements for
ivestigations that will be presented in Cha er 8.3 of the SCP. An

' investigation may involve a single study a aet of studies, as
appropriate.

1. Purpose and Obiectives of Irnves

o Describe the nformation that ill be atained in this
' investigation. Briefly dis s how this information will be
used: and

o Provide the xationale an justification for the information to'be
- obtained by 'the invest oation. It can be justified by: 1.) a

performince goal and. onfidence level in that goal (developed
via the Aerforzan e location process and results that will be

- described elsewhere -n the SCP)S 2.) a design goal and a
; ionfidenoe level tlht ioal(design goals beyond those related

- .to performance I ues)-: 3.) a direct Federal, State, and other
- regulatory requ ements for pecific studies. Where relevant

- 'perfortance or design goas actually apply at a higher level than
'- teinvestig io 6 (e6g. where the goals apply to a group of
* investigatios), desor5..-e the relationship between this
investigat on and that higher level goal.

II. Ratio ale for Selected Investigation:

o Pr ide the rationale and technical basis for why the
i estigation will be'conducted. Identify relevant technical
wsuesi 

Describe the constraints that exist for the investigation, and
explain how these constraints affect selection of studiesi and

o Discuss the strategy, including how the planned studies,
tests and analyses will be collectively used, for resolving the
relevant technical issues.



III. Description of Studies:

o since investigations are comprised of one or more 7
studies, for each study:

- State the objectives of the study, incorporati the
tests and analyses that make up the study /

.- Indicate if the study is to provide inform ion for the
development of conceptual models (e.g., e collection of
water level data will provide input to e development of

* the coneptual and numerical ground-wa r flow models)

- ndicate.if the study is being perfo ed to guide the
*Oevelopment, of subsequent chatacterzation, performance
assessment and/or eesign actviti (e.g., simulations with

*Vround-water f4 odels will be erformed to determine
where additioil drilling will e required):

- List t1e tests, the test me as to be used, the
* data/partmeters .that are tobe collected an/or evaluated for
each test, .he locations d numbers of tests and the
fechnical procedutes tha will be used for the test.
Reference the tudy p1 , as appropriate: and

- For each analysis tha the study will support, list the
method of analys i e information that will result from
the analysis.

IV. Application of Resul1 a

o Briefly dscuss ere the results from the investigation will
* be zsed for the upport of other investigations (performance

assessment, de ign, and bharacterization investigations)i

o For perfQr ce assessment uses, refer to specific
.: performanc &sesment Itudies (described in Section 8.3.5

of the ) which will se the information produced from the
studies escribed above, and refer to any use of the results
for mo el validation:

o For esign uses, refer to, or describe, where the
.in oation from the studies described above will be
u ed in construction equipment design and development and
ngineering System design and development (e.g., waste

packago, repository engineered barriers, and shafts and
borehole seals): and

o For characterization uses, refer to, or describe, where the
.information from the studies described above will be used
in planning other characterization activities.
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V. Schedule and Milestones:

o List in tabular form, major milestones which will result
fromnthe. studies that comprise the investigation. -Propged

* titles, expected delivery dates, and milestones are to e
included:

0 Present the schedule for the studies supporting th
investigatAon, providing beginning and end dates r tests
and analyses, or groups thereof; and

o Show the interrelationships and sequencing of e tests,
analyses, or groups,,with particular attenti to those that
will affect or be affdct by the schedule completion of
other activities.. Dependencies* on data d ived from other
investigations should a1lo be $ndlcated' the schedule as
well as the maor milestones. A simple T chart should be
used to illustrate these relationship

-
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Attachment D

Comparison of Content Requirements for Descripti
of Investigation and Studies

Studies

1. Purpose and Objectives Rationale for collection
of data and information

Rat aefor
ormation need

General Objective of Stud:
11. Planned Studies, Tests, Analyses

Study Detailed Constraints
* for tests nd analyses:

- potential Impacts
- repository condition
- accuracy/precision
- limits of analyti
methods 

- capability of thod
to support dy

- time requi 8ents
- scale of t

Detailed tiomale and
Justif Lion:
- lt tive tests
- N er, location,

ration, timing

Tests and Analyses or each type of
testt
- general test approach
- ID of key parameters
- location and number
- methods to be used

- 1 - summarle nonstandard
procedures

- reference standard
discussion of
procedures

- level of QA
- specify tolerance,

accuracy, precision
- indicate range of

expected results
- equipment requirements
- data reduction

techniques
- representativeness

of test
- provide illustration

For each type of
test:
- list name of test
- list methods
- list data parameters
- list location/number

of tests
- list analyses
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Studies

- - For each type of
analysis:
- purpose
- conditions and

environment to be
-evaluated

- discuss uncertainty
- describe method

of analysis
- identify data

requirements
- describe expected

Investi at

For each t eof
analysis
- lst thod of

anal i
- liiS type of data

r quired (input)
- st resulting

information (output)

output
- - describe represi

tives of aalytS
approach

III Application of Results
*. . Greater dta

IV Schedules and Milestones
Include milestones
at tes level

d :1

. _ . ./~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Includes milestones
at study level
in detail
(tests and analyses can
be aggregated)
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MAY 7, 1986

MEETING BETWEEN

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TO DISCUSS

LEVEL OF DETAIL FOR PLANS PRESENTED

IN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLANS
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PURPOSE OF MEETNG

* TO PRESENT DOE's APPROACH
PROVIDING PLANS FOR TESTS,
AND STUDIES

FOR
ANALYSES,

-~IN SCP CHAPTER 8.3

- IN STUDY PLANS



I

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED

* DOE's APPROACH FOR PROVIDING PLANS FOR TESTS,
ANALYSES, AND STUDIES
- GOALS FOR ISSUING SCP

- DOCUMENTS SUPPORTING SCP

-TIMING FOR RELEASE OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

- BASIS FOR APPROACH

* LEVEL OF DETAIL FOR PRESENTING PLANS

- SCP SECTION 8.3

- STUDY PLANS AND TEST PROCEDURES

*1
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APPROACH FOR PROVIDING PLANS
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GOALS FOR ISSUING SCPs

* SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLANS WILL PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE
OVERVIEW OF ENTIRE TEST PROGRAM

* TEST PROGRAM WILL BE TIED TO SITE ISSUES

* SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLANS FOR FEDERAL SITES WILL BE
ISSUED BY DECEMBER, 1986

* SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN(S) FOR SALT SITE(S) WILL BE ISSUED
ONE YEAR AFTER RECOMMENDATION OF CANDIDATE SITES

onrus1h flst
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COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS

* SCP WILL MEET REQUIREMENTS OF NWPA FOR A
GENERAL PLAN FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION
ACTIVITIES

* SCP WILL COMPLY WITH OTHER REGULATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS
- DOE ANNOTATED OUTLINE FOR SITE

CHARACTERIZATION PLANS
-10 CFR 60

- REGULATORY GUIDE 4.17

* ADDITIONAL DETAIL WILL BE PROVIDED BY STUDY
PLANS AND TEST PROCEDURES BEFORE INITIATION
OF TEST
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SCP AND SUPPORT DOCUMENTS

I REFERENCES 
SITE

CHARACTERIZATION
PLAN

| RESULTS I

(�TECHN1CAL'\
\R�ER�E5

. DESIGN J
EPO V

PART A

DESCRIPTION OF SITE,
WASTE PACKAGE, AND
REPOSITORY DESIGN

PART B

SITE
CHARACTERIZATION

PROGRAM

OCRMANCO StlDYAI
PLANS

_ _ .4

PROCEDURES

0e7-00s em
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TIMING FOR RELEASE OF DOCUMENTS

* FEDERAL SITE SCPs ISSUED BY DECEMBER, 1986; SALT SITE SCPs
ISSUED BY SUMMER, 1987

* SCPs ACCOMPANIED BY:

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REPORT

- TECHNICAL REFERENCES

- EXPLORATORY SHAFT STUDY PLAN

* OTHER STUDY PLANS, AVAILABLE SUFFICIENTLY IN ADVANCE OF
START OF TESTING TO ALLOW FOR ADEQUATE REVIEW

02140e32sr st5at5
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TIMING FOR RELEASE OF DOCUMENTS
(CONTINUED)

* PROCEDURES FOR INDIVIDUAL TESTS AVAILABLE
FOR INFORMATION 4, 30 DAYS BEFORE TESTING
INITIATED

^ PERIODIC PROGRESS REPORTS ISSUED VERY (6)
MONTHS AFrER ISSUANCE OF SCP

* TOPICAL REPORTS ISSUED AS APPROPRIATE

* SITE SUITABILITY REPORT ISSUED AT
COMPLETION OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION

*SCHEDULE FOR ISSUANCE OF STUDY PLANS AND EST PROCEDURES
PRESENTED IN SCP SECTION 5
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PHASE I START SURFACE-BASED STUDIES

EXPLORATORY SHAFT
CONSTRUCTION AND
STUDIES

021S002m 11
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BASIS FOR APPROACH

1. PRESENTS ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF DOEs
PROGRAM IN SCP

TESTING

2. ALLOWS PHASED DEVELOPMENT OF DETAILED TEST
DESCRIPTIONS AND PROCEDURES AS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT TEST SCHEDULE
- NOT POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE"ALL TEST PROCEDURES

IN SCP

3. FACILITATES PREPARATION AND INTEGRATION OF SCP

4. FACILITATES REVIEW OF SCP AND OF SUPPORTING
TEST DESCRIPTIONS AND PROCEDURES BY DOE, NRC,
AND STATESITRIBES



LEVEL OF DETAIL
FOR PRESENTATION OF PLANS
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LEVEL OF DETAIL FOR PRESENTATION OF
PLANNED TESTS, ANALYSES, AND STUDIES

* AS A RESULT OF THE NRC MEETING HELD OCTOBER 29-30, 1985 TO
DISCUSS LEVEL OF DETAIL. PROGRAMMATIC TERMS DEFINED FOR TEST
LEVELS

- PROGRAM:

- INVESTIGATION:

A MAJOR ELEMENT OF THE REPOSITORY SYSTEM,
INCLUDING THE SITE. THE REPOSITORY, THE SEAL
SYSTEM, THE WASTE PACKAGE. AND
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT. IT REPRESENTS AN
AGGREGATION OF RELATED TECHNICAL
INVESTIGATIONS

THE FIRST MAJOR SUBDIVISION OF A SPECIFIC
PROGRAM IS COMPRISED OF TWO OR MORE
RELATED STUDIES

SCP
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RELATIONSHIP OF SCP TO STUDY PLANS

SCP

^ PRESENTS GENERAL PLAN FOR SITE
CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVmES NWPA)

* PRESENTS OVERALL RATIONALE FOR
THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION
PROGRAM

* FULLY DISCUSSES "PROGRAMS" AND
"INVESTIGATIONS" TO BE CONDUCTED

* IDENTIFIES STUDIES, TESTS, METHODS
AND PROCEDURES

* PRESENTS SITE CHARACTERIZATION
SCHEDULE INCLUDING INTERRELATION-
SHIP

STUDY PLANS

* PROVIDE SUPPLEMENTAL DETAIL TO
SCP

* REFERENCE SCP DISCUSSION

* FULLY DISCUSS STUDIES, TESTS, AND
ANALYSES

* REFERENCE PROCEDURES

* GIVE DETAILS ON DATES, DURATION,,
AND SEQUENCING OF TESTS AND
ANALYSES

I 



CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
, .

SCP SECTION 83
L PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF

INVESTIGATIONS

IL RATIONALE FOR SELECTED
INVESTIGATION

* RATIONALE AND TECHNICAL BASIS
FOR INVESTIGATION CONDUCT

* CONSTRAINTS FOR INVESTIGATION
-HOW CONSTRAINTS AFFECT

STUDY SELECTION

* STRATEGY FOR RESOLVING
TECHNICAL ISSUES*

EUL DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES

* OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
• UST TESTS, TEST METHODS.

DATAIPARAMETERS TO BE
COLLECTED. LOCATION AND
NUMBERS OF TESTS TECHNICAL
PROCEDURES REFERENCE STUDY

N$ 

STUDY PLANS
L PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF

STUDIES

IL RATIONALE FOR SELECTED
STUDY

* RATIONALE AND JUSTIFICATION
FOR SELECTED TESTS AND
ANALYSES

* CONSTRAINTS FOR STUDY
- LOW CONSTRAINTS AFFECT

TEST METHODS AND
ANALYTICAL APPROACH

- LISTING OF I SPECIFIC FACTORS
TO BE CONSIDERED
1. POTENTIAL SITE IMPACTS
2. NEED FOR SIMULATION OF

REPOSITORY CONDITIONS
a REQUIRED ACCURACY AND

PRECISION
4 LIMITS OF ANALYTICAL

METHODS USING
INFORMATION

• CAPABILITY OF ANALYTICAL
METHODS TO SUPPORT
STUDY

• TIME REQUIRED VS. TIME
AVAILABLE

AL DESCRIPTION OF TESTS AND
ANALYSES (DESCRIBE AND
DISCUSS FULLY)

* GENERAL APPROACH TO TEST
* SUMMARIZE TEST METHODS

- REFERENCE STANDARD PRO-
CEDURES

- INDICATE NECESSARY
MODIFICATION AND SCHEDULE
FOR DEVELOPING ADDmONAL
PROCEDURES

- APPLICABLE CA REQUIREMENTS
APPLIED TO SPECIFIC TEST

* TOLERANCY. ACCURACY. AND
PRECISION REQUIRED
RANGE OF EXPECTED RESULTS
AND BASIS ESP. RELATION OF
TEST TO SET PERFORMANCE
GOALS AND CONFIDENCE LyELS

* LIST OF EQUIPMENT
* TECHNIQUES FOR DATA

REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
* REPRESENTATIVES OF TEST

INCLUDING UNCERTAINTIES
* ILLUSTRATIONS OF TEST

LOCATIONS

* INDICATE IF TEST IS TO SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

* LST METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND
, RESULTING INFORMATION
* INDICATE IF STUDY BEING

CONDUCTED TO GUIDE SITE
CHARACTERIZATION, PERFOR-
MANCE ASSESSMENT. OR DESIGN

[V. APPLICATION OF RESULTS IV. APPLICATION OF RESULTS
* DISCUSS WHERE RESULTS FROM INVESTIGATIONISTUDY USED
* REFER TO SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT STUDIES USING INFORMATION
* REFER TO USE OF INFORMATION IN DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
* REFER TO USE OF INFORMATION IN PLANNING CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

V. SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
LIST MAJOR MILESTONES IN
TABULAR FORM

* PRESENT SCHEDULE FOR STUDIES
SUPPORTING INVESTIGATION
-BEGINNING AND END DATES

FOR TESTS AND ANALYSES

* INTERRELATIONSHIP AND
SEQUENCING OF IGROUPS OF)
TESTS AND ANALYSES - P&PT
CHART

V. SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
* PROVIDE DURATION AND INTER-

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
ASSOCIATED WITH STUDY

* DESCRIBE TIMING OF PARTICULAR
STUDY RELATIVE TO OTHER
STUDIES AND PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES AFFECTING STUDY
COMPLETON

*DATES FOR ACTIVITIES. INCLUDING
DURATIONS AND INTER-
RELATIONSHIPS

*DISCUSSION CORRELATED WITH INFORMATION NEEDS
DISCUSSION OF UNIFORM ISSUE RESOLUTION STRATEGY PRESENTED IN LI
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CONTENT REQUIREMENTS

sc SCTION 8.3

I. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF
INVESTIGATION

STUDY PUNS

I . PURPOSE
STUDIES

AND OBJECTIVES OF



I

I

V

LEVEL OF DETAIL
II. RATIONALE FOR SELECTED INVESTIGATIONISTUDY

SCP SECTION 8.3 STUDY PLANS

* RATIONALE AND TECHNICAL BASIS FOR
CONDUCTING INVESTIGATION

* CONSTRAINTS FOR INVESTIGATION

- HOW CONSTRAINTS AFFECT STUDY
SELECTION

* RATIONALE AND JUSTIFICATION FOR
SELECTED TESTS AND ANALYSES

* CONSTRAINTS FOR STUDY

- HOW CONSTRAINTS AFFECT TEST
METHODS AND ANALYTICAL
APPROACH

- SIX SPECIFIC FACTORS TO BE
CONSIDERED
1. POTENTIAL SITE IMPACTS
2. NEED FOR SIMULATION OF

REPOSITORY CONDmONS
3. REQUIRED ACCURACY AND

PRECISION
4. LIMITS OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

USING INFORMATION
5. CAPABILITY OF ANALYTICAL

METHODS TO SUPPORT STUDY
6. TIME REQUIRED VS. TIME

AVAILABLE
* STRATEGY FOR RESOLVING TECHNICAL

ISSUES
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LEVEL OF DETAIL

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF STUDIESITESTS AND ANALYSES

SCP SECTION 8.3

* OBJECTIVE OF STUDY

* UST TESTS, TEST METHODS.
DATAIPARAMETERS TO BE COLLECTED,
LOCATION AND NUMBER OF TESTS,
TECHNICAL PROCEDURES. REFERENCE STUDY
PLANS

STUDY PLANS

* GENERAL APPROACH TO TEST

* SUMMARIZE TEST METHODS
- REFERENCE STANDARD PROCEDURES

- INDICATE NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS AND
SCHEDULES FOR DEVELOPING ADDmONAL
PROCEDURES

- DISCUSS APPLICABLE QA REQUIREMENTS
APPLIED TO THE SPECIFIC TEST

* TOLERANCE, ACCURACY, AND PRECISION
REQUIRED

* RANGE OF EXPECTED RESULTS AND BASIS:
ESP RELATION OF TEST TO SET PERFORMANCE
GOALS AND CONFIDENCE LEVELS

* LIST OF EQUIPMENT

* INDICATE IF TEST IS TO SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

* LIST METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND RESULTING
INFORMATION

* INDICATE WHETHER STUDY BEING
CONDUCTED TO GUIDE SITE
CHARACTERIZATION, PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT, OR DESIGN

* TECHNIQUES FOR DATA REDUCTION AND
ANALYSIS

* REPRESENTATIVENESS OF TEST. INCLUDING
UNCERTAINTIES .

* ILLUSTRATIONS OF TEST LOCATIONS
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LEVEL OF DETAIL

IV. APPLICATION OF RESULTS

SCP SECTION 8.3 STUDY PLANS

* DISCUSS WHERE RESULTS FROM INVESTIGATION/
STUDY USED

* REFER TO SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
STUDIES USING THE INFORMATION

* REFER TO USE OF INFORMATION IN DESIGN AND
EQUIPMENT

* REFER TO USE OF INFORMATION IN PLANNING
CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

. 0
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LEVEL OF DETAIL

V. SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES

SCP SECTION 8.3 STUDY PLANS

* LIST MAJOR MILESTONES IN TABULAR
FORM

* PRESENT SCHEDULE FOR STUDIES
SUPPORTING INVESTIGATION
-BEGINNING AND END DATES FOR

TESTS AND ANALYSES

* INTERRELATIONSHIP AND SEQUENCING
OF (GROUPS OF) TESTS AND ANALYSES
- PERT CHART

* PROVIDE DURATION AND INTER-
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PRINCIPLE
ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
STUDY

* DESCRIBE TIMING OF PARTICULAR
STUDY RELATIVE TO OTHER STUDIES
AND PROGRAM ACTIVmES AFFECTING
STUDY COMPLETION

i DATES FOR ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING
DURATIONS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS

.I
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Comarison Chart - RC 4.17 to OE Content Requirements

OE Content Requirements for Descriptions of
Investigations n Chapter .3 of the OE Content Requirements for

NRC Table 8-1 (Reg. Guide 4.17)* Site Characterization Plans Descriptions of Studies n Study Plans

Title of Test or Experiment . IS. Description of Studies
a list tests

Purpose of Test or Experiment I. Purpose and Objectives of nvestigations r. Purpose and objectives of studies
* summarize why test or experiment * provide rationale and justification * provide rationale and Justification for

proposed for information to be obtained information to be obtained
It. Rationale for Selected Study

provide rationale and justification for
selected tests and analyses

* what types of information will be * describe information that will S. Purpose and objectives of studies
obtained be obtained * describe information that will be obtained

ssr. Description of Tests and Analyses
* describe eneral approach to test

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -______ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____

s. Objectives
* discuss how results of test or experiment

will relate to overall site
characterization progren

a describe how results will be used to
help resolve specific information needs
or unresolved issues

IlS. Description of Studies
* state objectives of study

IV. Application of Results
a refer to use of nformation in

planning characterization activities

SS. Rationale for Selected Investigation
* discuss strategy for resolving

technical issues (discussion
correlated with Information needs)

I1I. Description of Tests and Analyses
* indicate range of expected results and

basis
* discuss relationship of test to set

performance goals and confidence levels
TV. Application of Results

* refer to use of information in planning
characterization activities

-------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Descriptive Summary
* summarize methods, techniques, analyses

used in test or experiment

* state precision and accuracy of test
or experiment

* describe n detail the procedures used.
The procedures should describe the
experimental design that ensures
representativeness of data and
demonstrates precision and accuracy.

S22. Description of Studies
* list tests, test methods,

data/parameters to be collected,
location and number of tests,
technical procedures; reference
study plans

* list methods of analysis and
resulting information

• indicate if test is to support
conceptual model development

III. Description of Tests and Analyses
* summarize test methods
* reference procedures; If not standard.

summarize steps; indicate schedule for
developing additional procedures

• specify tolerance, accuracy, and precision
required

* describe techniques for data reduction and
analysis

* discuss representativeness of test,
including uncertainties

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Comparison Chart - RC 4.17 to DOE Content Requirements Continued)

!.

DOE Content Requirements for Descriptions of
Investigations in Chapter 8.3 of the DOE Content Requirements for

NRC Table 8-1 (Reg. Guide 4.17)* Site Characterization Plans Descriptions of Studies in Study Plans

Quality Assurance * III. Description of Tests and Analyses
* describe quality assurance program * reference applicable QA requirements

to be applied to data collection applied to specific test

* discuss limitations and uncertainty III. Description of Tests and Analyses
in data * indicate limitations and uncertainties

that will apply to the use of results

Principal Investigator
* give nme and organization of

principal investigator

Contact
* provide name, address, telephone

number of persons to contact
concerning status of test or
experiment

* Table 2 of the DOE's Annotated Outline for SCPs s identical to Table 8-1 of the NRC's Reg. Guide 4.17, except that Ot's Table 2 does not nclude items
.and 7 from RC's Table 8-1.
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CONCLUSION

* SCP WILL BE A COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENT THAT MEETS
THE REQUIREMENTS OF NWPA §113bXIXA)

* SCP WILL BE SUPPLEMENTED BY STUDY PLANS AND
PROCEDURES

* A NUMBER OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS WILL BE
AVAILABLE WHEN SCP ISSUED:
- EXPLORATORY SHAFT STUDY PLANS
- CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REPORT
- TECHNICAL REFERENCES

* THIS APPROACH MOST REASONABLE FROM STANDPOINT
OF PREPARATION, INTEGRATION, REVIEW, FEASIBILITY

* APPROACH WILL MEET ALL REGULATIONS AND OTHER
REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION OF PLANS FOR SITE
CHARACTERIZATION
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SUMMARY OF NRC/DOE MEETING
ON TE

SITS CHARACTERIZATION PLANS SECTXON 8.3

26IE u6 LQAUIQ QE UUEgL
October 29-30, 1985 ,
Room E-245
Forrestal Building _ ? * _ _
Washington. D.C. -

Se Attachent1 .

The purpose of the meeting was for DOE to present their current
position on the contents, requirements, and level of detail to be
provided in the test plans, analyses, and studies of Section 8.3
of the SCP. DOE's presentation consisted of a discussion of
their guidance'on Content Requirements for Descriptions of
'Studies in Chapter 8 of the SCP" (Attachment 2) and an example of
the application of this outline to a specific test(s) by each of
the three projects (Attachments 3 to 7). Because the NRC,
States, and Tribes did not have an opportunity to review the
examples prior to the eeting it was agreed that the meeting
participants would not be n a position to provide any
significant feedback to DOE during the seoting. Rather,
questions would focus on clarification and amplification of the
points discussed by DOE.

In response to DOE's request for NRC feedback and ultimate
agreement on the level of detail for test plans needed in Section
8.3 of the SCP, the NRC staff agreed that, while DOE must
ultimately make -the decision on what level of detail s
appropriate in Section 8.3 v the referenced test procedures, the
fRC would review and comment on the outline and examples provided
by DOE.

1
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1. Nu BIYIN! QE GQ11F BE191BKESIiE A HAULEK QE

KRC provided preliminary observations during the meeting on both
the Content equirements and examples and agreed to provide the
D0E with written comments within four weeks. NRC agreed-that its
review will focus on 1) the apptopriate level of detail in
-section 8.3, and 2) the pplication of perfomance goals and
confidence levels li the examples DOE provided. DOE would like
feedback on whother'presenting study level plans in the SCP is
the appropriate level of detail or If a lower level s desirable.
DOE stated that the three examples given are considered to be at
a study level and that, with certain exceptions, this is DOE's
preferred level.

NRC observed that examples presented by the three projects were
inconsistent with each other and with the Content Requirements"
presented by DOE/SQ. These Inconsistencies will also be a topic
that NRC will focus on in their review.

2. AENIQ £2QUIKHIEUI V.K E IZBS

NRC expressed the need to have a consistent set of terms defined
and used by all three DOE projects in Chapter 8. Among important
terms needing definition are program, investigation, study, test,
experiment, ethodology, and procedure. While DOE/EQ discussed
the intended definitions for these terms, during the meeting the
exiaples provided by the Projects (see Attachments 3 to 7) used
different terms. Therefore, to facilitate RC's review of the
examples, DOE is developing a list of consistent terms and
definitions and grees to give NRC written definitions for the
above terms by Novesber 8, 1985. NRC agreed to provide comments
on the level of detail to DOE within 4 weeks, contingent on
receipt of the definitions.

3.. 11BARIAL LK!KL l WI IRI &M L RKEESIET1Q9i WILL t
E*2-!Xl t I IGE

--- Study level plans will be presented at various levels in the
hierachy of Chapter . DOE plans to use a consistent format in
the SCP in describing activities at the study level of the
hierarchy. (A study represents a group of related tests, and in
some cases, analyses.) However, the format used to descibe the
levels of the hierarchy above the study level may vary within the
topical areas in Section 8.3. Therefore, the number of levels in
the hierarchy will vary depending on the topic addressed.

2



4. RIDIE1Q2H 2f 1K Qh 1NE2BU1XQU [R 1PRIEE M IA2 Th
NRC expressed the concern that the substitution of the content"
document for Table 2 in section .3 of the annotated outline will
eliminatev ertain QA information which the staff feels is
necesseary in the test plan. In particular, Item 5of Table 2,
which states that DOE will describe the QA program for planned
*tests and experiments, will be replaced by only a statement of
the quality level (I, II, III) for each test. Section 8..6
(Quality Assurance Program ) as .presented in the annotated
outline deals with the general QA program. Depending oan the-level
of detail provided regarding individual test plans, Section 8.6
may provide the information laid out in Item 5 of Table 2. Based
on the information given in the eeting, the NC cannot determine
if adequate Information will be provided.

DOE intends that the entire QA program be contained in Section
8.6. Therefore, DOE believes that additional dscussion in 8.3
would be redundant and unnecessarily repititious. DOE
believes that the Section 8.3 discussion of QA should be confined
to an identification of QA levels and a reference to the
appropriate section of 8.6.

The NC in its review of the SCP and ts references (such a test
procedures) will look for proper incorporation of the
administrative QA procedures into the technical procedures. any
areas of QA are generic to all procedures and need not be
described on a case-by-case basis. QA administrative procedures
could simply be referenced. Others, however, such as the
inspection requirements for a test procedure and the need for a
peer review of a procedure are unique for each test and need to
be addressed on a case by case basis.

DOE and NC agree that this topic will be added to the agenda of
the NRC/DOE meeting on QA scheduled for December 4-5, 1985.

DOE indicated that their outline Content Requirements for
Description of Studies i Chapter of the SCP" which replaces
Table 2 Suggested orsat for Description of Planned Tests and
Experiments". of the annotated outline, was only meant to provide
a greater level of detail than was provided in the annotated
outline for the SCP. However, the NRC staff noted upon a cursory
review that the outline omitted quality assurance information to
be applied to data collection and analysis and uncertainties of
test ethods, analysis and data which were contained ln Table 2,
as well as the text of 8.3 of the annotated outline. DOE
indicated that any omission of discussions of
uncertainties was inadvertant and that the subject would be added
to their outline. Regarding quality assurance (see Item * 4) it
was agreed that this should be a topic in the NRC/D0E meeting On
GA scheduled in December.

3
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DOE intends that the Content Requirements for Descriptions of
Studies in Chapter 8 of the SCP" be consistent with the content
requirements of Section 8.3 of the Annotated Outline for Site
Characterization Plans. DOE intends to include discussions of
limitations and uncertainties.

The DOE stated that a large percentage of test procedures (on the
order of 80%) would not have been developed or adapted to the
needs of the site characterization program at the time of
issuance of the SCP. DOE also stated that the SCP would not
contain detailed technical procedures but would forward reference
them instead. The RC expressed concern about the timeliness of
availability of test procedures for NRC staff review. The DOE
stated that procedures for future testing will be available so
that they can be reviewed sufficiently before the tests are to be
performed. DOE stated that if any tests were to be conducted
immediatedly after the issuance of the SCP, the procedures for
those tests would be available for review sufficiently in
advance of testing.

For non-standard procedures which remain to be developed, DOE
needs to provide sufficient time to develop the procedure or to
provide contingencies for alternative testing through the
performance allocation process.

6. BEE QE E BVQdA F&LQ~AI1QE

NRC observed that the content requirements (attachment 2) only
specified that performance goals and confidence levels be
identified and discussed in the justification (purpose and
objectives) for the information need and not in the rationale for
a selected study or test. DOE and NRC reconfirmed the earlier
agreement (no. 5) made in the September 26-27, 1985 meeting n
Subsystem Performance Allocation that "the rationale for every
test or suite of tests will be provided in the SCP and that the
rationale, where the tests relate to resolution of performance
issues, will include the relationship of the test to the set
performance goals and confidence levels."

7. I DQBAUE26Q Q fl fts EA1 hD ZAE 1!2 Th& fiE

DOE intends that the SCPs be the primary program document for
presenting plans for the site characterization program. Every
test to be conducted during site characterization must be
described in the Site Characterization Plan to at least the Study
level of detail according to the format in Attachment 2. DOE/EQ
does not intend that individual project-specific support
documents such as ESTPs, STPs, PAPs, which say contain
supplemental materials, be used as the vehicles for presenting
portions of the plans for the site characterization program. By
including all plans for site characterization activities in the
SCP, the DOE believes that it can more effectively address
performance allocation for the total site characterization

4



program and provide a better integration of the entire site
characterization testing program.

6. 19112HATIE RE EWE

NRC asked f separate tests, plans. and studies would be
integrated into broader level plans. DOE descibed the
heirarchial approach to plans which they are developing and which
were illustrated most clearly in Attachments 4 and 6. This
approach-would dentify upper level studies/investigations which
integrate lower level studies, tests, and analyses. Integration
will also be achieved by describing relationships of studies and
tests to issues and information-needs as well as other studies in
the descriptions of studies (section I, IV, and V of "Content
Requirement" attachment 2).

S. IM[MEUIUAIQ2 2E flKQIQH EIIE

NRC observed that while the Content Requirements' (attachment 2
did not specify in Section V the need to identify decision points
at the study and test level, some of the examples did identify
that decision points would be identified. NRC asked DOE to refer
to NRC's Site Technical Position o. 1.1 on WIP ydrologic
Testing Strategy for an exauple of how decision points have been
identified and agreed to by NRC and WIP to guide the course of
an evolving testing program.

10. B1LE&I E RREM 1111 E&LA

In accord with the need for early ongoing consultation in the
development of test plans, NRC asked if DOE would release copies
of draft test plans which have already been written. DOE did not
agree to. the release of these plans and considered a premature
release to be inappropriate since the existing test plan drafts
have-not-yet incorporated the process of performance allocation.
Such application wll'result in significant changes to existing test
plans' NRC disagreed with DOE's position since the technical
aspects of the test plan, the basic data needs and types and
methods of testing, would not be expected to change
significantly. DOE did state that a complete draft of a fully
integrated SCP would be made available for information purposes
about three months before the release of the SCP. Individual
Chapters or Sections of the SCP will not be released due to the
need for overall document integration.

NRC pointed out that while early release of the SCP itself is not
necessary, there needs to be early review of the test plans and
strategies during development, if NC is to provide guidance to
DOE in a timely manner. NRC's ability to review the SCP within
the current schedule is based on such early consultation and
identification and resolution of concerns.

6
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Although DOE feels that premature release of draft Chapters or
Sections of the SCP would be inappropriate for the reasons given
above, DOE agrees that the NRC/DOE interactionsare extermely
important during the development of the SCP. DOE suggests that
future meetings could focus on selected technical topics
contained within those Chapters or Sections, rather than on 
Chapter or Section in ts entirety.

. .I~LBIL~QilXI2

Representatives from the States of Lousiana, Mississippi, and
Utah, and from the Yakima and Net Perce Indians attended the
nesting. They provided conects' and questions throughout the
meeting. At th. conclusion of the meeting, DOE invited
observations for the record. None were offered.

12. EmlatS~ £t~:

The RC and DOE agreed that two future meetings, one On the
contents of the Quality Assurance discussions to be presented in
Sections 8.3 and 8.6 of the SCP (see item 4), and one On project-
specific issue hierarchies and associated information needs,
should be held as soon as possible.

k X'vJ_~~~.f /ft
4Vj John J. Linehan

Division of Waste Management
- Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Seguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
- Commission

Donald H. Alexa er
Division of Geosciences and

Technology
Office of Geologic Respoitories
U.S. Department of Energy
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ATTACHMENT 4
LEVEL OF DETAIL TO BE PROVIDED IN THE SCP

This attachment provides additional guidance to the Annotated
Outline which provides DOE's standard format and guidance for the
preparation of the SCPs. The hierarchal terms to be used in the SCP,
have been defined in the November 8, 1985 D. Alexander (DOE) letter
to J. Linehan (NRC). The terms, defined in Attachment A, are:

Hierarchal Terms Level of Detail Planning Document

Program (generic)
Program (specific) higher level SCP
Investigation
-_______________________________________________________________________

Study
Test, Analysis lower level Study Plans
Procedure Test Procedures

The SCP will contain a complete discussion of the
information associated with the higher-level terms, and a summary
discussion of the information associated with the lower-level
terms, by relying on other documents that will be referred to as
"study plans" and "test procedures". Specifically, the SCP will
provide an extensive discussion of the programs (both generic and
specific) and investigations to be conducted during site
characterization which include those initiated between
Presidential approval of site recommendation and SCP issuance as
well as any off-site investigations which result in data that
will be used in licensing (refer to NRC Observation 3 and
Agreement 2). The level of detail provided for programs and
investigations will be generally consistent among SCPs. Studies,
analyses, and tests will be described in matrix or table format
in the SCP. Subsequently, details of the studies, analyses, and
tests will be presented in the study plans. Applicable test
procedures to be used will be referenced if available or
identified for further development if not available. The DOE
will adopt standard procedures if applicable, but it is expected
that some standard test procedures will have to be modified for
site specific tests and in some cases new test procedures will
have to be developed. Modifications and development of new test
procedures will be provided in test procedures that will be
issued in project technical reports.

The site characterization program will be described in the
SCP, as required by the WPA, and in semi-annual progress
reports issued every six months during site characterization. The
SCP will be supported as appropriate by separate documents consisting
of references, study plans, and test procedures. Although details of
studies, tests, and analyses will not be presented in the SCP, they
will be presented in study plans that will be referenced by
semi-annual progress reports throughout site characterization.
Therefore, no changes are needed in Section 8.3 of the Annotated
Outline (AO) to reflect a change in the level of detail to be
presented in the SCP.
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It is the DOE'S intention to provide study plans at the
same time as the SCP for exploratory shaft studies and site
characterization studies to be conducted within one year of the
issuance of the SCP. Exploratory shaft studies include studies
in or from the shaft, but do not include studies conducted in or
from the underground facility at the bottom of the shaft. In
addition, the DOE will identify, at the time of SCP issuance, any
additional studies that have a significant adverse affect on
shaft design and construction, or might be significantly
adversely affected by shaft construction. Information needed to
evaluate the effects of these additional studies will be included
in the SCP, or provided in another more detailed form, depending
on the extent of such information required. This also includes
any studies initiated between Presidential approval of site
recommendation and SCP issuance as well as off-site
investigations which result in data that will be used in
licensing (refer to NRC Observation 4 and Agreement 2). In cases
where such study plans are not available at the same time as the
SCP, a schedule for their completion will be provided in Section
8.5 of the SCP. While it is DOE's intention to provide, at the
same time as the SCP, all study plans for studies that will begin
within one year of SCP issuance, it is possible that some of
those study plans may not be available at that time. Any such
study plans will be made available as soon as possible following
SCP issuance and, in any case, will be available sufficiently in
advance of the start of the study to allow for review.
Furthermore, study plans for studies to be conducted beyond one
year of SCP issuance will be available at least six months before
the start of the study. The availability of these study plans
will be indicated in the semi-annual progress reports that
preceeds the studies by at least six months (refer to NRC
Observation 6). NRC will notify the DOE of major concerns in the
study plans during the first three months of availability.

Non-standard procedures for individual tests will be
released for information at least 60 days before the test is
initiated. NRC will notify the DOE of major concerns in the
procedures during the first 30 days of availability. Selected
procedures (e.g. non-standard, one-of-a-kind types) will be
identified by RC for specific review and consultation with the
DOE well in advance of release (refer to NRC Observation 7). The
above NRC review times assume some on-going and open
preconsultation, as appropriate, with the DOE during the early
development of study or test plans. These test procedures will
contain a level of detail consistent with standard procedures
applied to a given technical area and will identify each of the
technical steps to be carried out during the test. The test
procedures will indicate the specific steps that will be taken
for quality assurance purposes.

The 'Content Requirements" document for studies has been
modified to accomodate the information requested by the NRC in
the December 12, 1985 letter form Linehan to Alexander (NRC mark-
up of DOE Content Requirements of Studies in Chapter 8 of the
SCP) and further modified to accomodate information requested by
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NRC, States, and Indian Tribes during the May 7-8, 1986 meeting.
The revised "Content Requirements for Descriptions of Studies"
is included as Attachment B.

In addition, the DOE has written "Content Requirements for
Descriptions of Investigations in Chapter 8 of the SCP".which
also has been modified to include information requested by NRC,
States, and Indian Tribes (Attachment C). Both "Content
Requirements" descriptions (Attachments B and C) serve as an
expansion of information listed in Table 2 of the AO and are
consistent with Section 8.3 of the AO. For completeness, both
the "Content Requirements" for studies and investigations and the
guidance given in Section .3 of the AO will be used together in
preparing the specific information in the SCP and the separate
study plans.It should be noted that neither "Content
Requirements" documents prescribe a format for presenting the
required information, either in the SCP or in study plans. In
the SCP the information will be formatted according to the AO.
A common format has not been established for the study plans.
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Attachment B

DOE CONTENT REQUIREMENTS FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF STUDIES
IN STUDY PLANS

The test program presented in Chapter 8 of the SCP will be
subdivided into a hierarchy of increasing detail. The SCP test program
hierarchy will include (in increasing detail): generic program;
specific program; investigation; study; tests and analyses; and test
procedures. Details for studies and tests and analyses, listed in
Chapter 8 of the SCP, will be presented in study plans. Study plans
will be separate from the SCP proper and will be issued periodically
throughout site characterization. Individual test procedures will be
referenced in the study plans.

The following outline describes the information on studies, tests
and analyses that will be presented in the study plans. A study may
involve a single test or a set of tests and analyses, as appropriate.
The tests include those measurements of physical parameters, or
observations of physical phenomena, that are performed in the field or
in the laboratory. Test activities include preparation of procedures,
test set-up, conduct of the test, data acquisition, and data
reduction. The analyses include those calculations or other
evaluations needed to assess site characteristics and support design
activities.

The items listed in the outline will be addressed for studies and
tests and analyses to the extent that each item applies. Not all
items will be applicable in all studies.

In some cases, tests and analyses may be planned for later
stages in the study for which the detailed plans depend on the
results of earlier tests and analyses. Under these circumstances,
it will not be possible to provide the same level of detail for
all tests and analyses at the time the study plan is first issued.
In such cases, the initial study plans will present complete
descriptions of the tests and analyses that occur early in the
study and less detailed information for tests and analyses that
occur later.

I. Purpose and Objectives of Studies:

o Describe the information that will be obtained in this study.
Briefly discuss how this information will be used; and

o Provide the rationale and justification for the information to
be obtained by the study. It can be justified by: 1.) a
performance goal and a confidence level in that goal (developed
via the performance allocation process and results that will
be described elsewhere in the SCP); 2.) a design goal and a
confidence level in that goal (design goals beyond those related
to performance issues); 3.) a direct Federal, State, and other
regulatory requirements for specific studies. Where relevant



performance or design goals actually apply at a higher level than
the study (e.g. where the goals apply to a group of studies),
describe the relationship between this study and that higher
level goal.

II. Rationale for Selected Study:

o Provide the rationale and justification for the selected
tests and analyses (including standard tests). Indicate the
alternative test and analytical methods from which they were
selected, including options for type of test, instrumentation,
data collection and recording, and alternative analytical
approaches. Describe the advantages and limitations of the
various options; and

o Provide the rationale for the selected number, location,
duration, and timing of tests with consideration to various
sources of uncertainty (e.g. test method, interference with
other tests, and estimated parameter variability). This
rationale should also identify reasonable alternatives,
summarize reasons for not selecting these alternatives and
reference, if available, reports which evaluate alternatives
considered (refer to NRC Observation 8).

o Describe the constraints that exist for the study, and explain
how these constraints affect selection of test methods and
analytical approaches. Factors to be considered include:

- Potential impacts on the site from testing:

- Whether the study needs to simulate repository
conditions;

- Required accuracy and precision of parameters to be
measured with test instrumentation;

- Limits of analytical methods that will use the
information from the tests;

- Capability of analytical methods to support the
study; and

- Time required versus time available to complete the
study.

- The scale of the phenomena, especially the
limitations of the equipment relative to the scale
of the phenomena to be measured and the applicability
of studies conducted in the laboratory to the scale
of the phenomena in the field.

- Interrelationships of tests involving significant
interference with other tests and how plans have been
designed or sequenced to address such interference.

- Interrelationships involving significant interference
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among tests and exploratory shaft facility design and
construction (as appropriate, refer to Section 8.4 of the
SCP or its references for specific exploratory shaft
facility design information such as design drawings or
specifications) (refer to NRC Observation 4).

III. Description of Tests and Analyses:

o Since studies are comprised of tests and analyses, provide for
each type of test:

- Describe the general approach that will be used in
the test. Describe key parameters that will be
measured in the test and the experimental conditions
under which the test will be conducted. Indicate the
number of tests and their locations (e.g. spatial
location relative to the site, exploratory shaft
facility elements, repository layout, stratigraphic
units, depth, and test location);

- Summarize the test methods. Reference any standard
procedures (e.g., AST4, API) to be used. If any of the
procedures to be used are not standard, or if a
standard procedure will be modified, summarize the
steps of the test, how it will be modified, and
reference the technical procedures that will be
followed during the test. If procedures are not yet
available, indicate when they will be available.
Indicate the level of quality assurance and provide a
rationale for any tests which are not judged to be QA
level 1. Reference the applicable specific QA
requirements that will be applied to the test;

- Specify the tolerance, accuracy, and precision
required in the test, where appropriate;

- Indicate the range of expected results of the test
and the basis for those expected results;

- List the equipment required for the test and
describe briefly any such equipment that is special;

- Describe techniques to be used for data reduction
and analysis of the results;

- Discuss the representativeness of the test including
why the test results are considered representative of
future conditions or the spatial variability of
existing conditions. Also indicate limitations and
uncertainties that will apply to the use of the
results; and

- Provide illustrations such as maps, cross sections,
and facility design drawings to show the locations of
tests and schematic layouts of tests.
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- Relationship of the test to the set performance
goals and confidence levels.

o For each type of analysis: -

- State the purpose of the analysis, indicating the
testing or design activity being supported. Indicate
what conditions or environments will be evaluated and
any sensitivity or uncertainty analyses that will be
performed. Discuss the relationship of the analysis to
the set performance goals and confidence levels;

- Describe the methods of analysis, including any
analytical expressions and numerical models that will
be employed;

- Reference the technical procedures document that
will be followed during the analysis. If procedures are
not yet available, indicate when they will be
available. Indicate the level of quality assurance
that will be applied to the analysis and provide a
rationale for any analyses which are not judged to be
QA level 1. Reference the applicable QA requirements;

- Identify the data input requirements of the analysis;

- Describe the expected output and accuracy of the
analysis; and

- Describe the representativeness of the analytical
approach (e.g., with respect to spatial variability of
existing conditions and future conditions) and indicate
limitations and uncertainties that will apply to the
results.

IV. Application of Results:

o Briefly discuss where the results from the study will be used
for the support of other studies (performance assessment, design,
and characterization studies);

o For performance assessment uses, refer to specific performance
assessment analyses (described in Section 8.3.5 of the SCP) which
will use the information produced from the studies described
above, and refer to any use of the results for model validation;

o For design uses, refer to, or describe, where the information
from the study described above will be used in construction
equipment design and development and engineering system design
and development (e.g., waste package, repository engineered
barriers, and shafts and borehole seals); and

o For characterization uses, refer to, or describe, where the
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information from the study described above will be used in
planning other characterization activities.

V. Schedule and Milestones:

o Provide the durations of and interrelationships among the
principal activities associated with conducting the study (e.g.,
preparation of test procedures, test set-ups, testing, data
analyses, preparation of reports), and indicate the key
milestones including decision points associated with the study
activities;

o Describe the timing of this study relative to other studies and
other program activities that will affect, or will be affected
by, the schedule for completion of the subject study; and

o Dates for activities or milestones, including durations and
interrelationships, for the study plans will be provided. These
should reference the master schedules provided in Section 8.5. of
the SCP.
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Attachment C

DOE CONTENT REQUIREMENTS FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF INVESTIGATIONS
IN CHAPTER 8.3 OF THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLANS

The test program presented in Chapter 8.3 of the Site
Characterization Plans (SCPs) will be subdivided into a hierarchy of
increasing detail. The SCP test program hierarchy will include (in
increasing detail): generic program; specific program; investigation;
study; and test and analysis. Generic programs, specific programs,
and investigations will be described in Chapter 8.3 of the SCP.
Details for studies, tests, and analyses will be presented in study
plans separate from the SCP (see Attachment B).

The following outline describes the content requirements for
ivestigations that will be presented in Chapter 8.3 of the SCP. An
investigation may involve a single study or a set of studies, as
appropriate. -

I. Purpose and Objectives of Investigations:

o Describe the information that will be obtained in this
investigation. Briefly discuss how this information will be
used; and

o Provide the rationale and justification for the information to be
obtained by the investigation. It can be justified by: 1.) a
performance goal and a confidence level in that goal (developed
via the performance allocation process and results that will be
described elsewhere in the SCP); 2.) a design goal and a
confidence level in that goal (design goals beyond those related
to performance issues); 3.) a direct Federal, State, and other
regulatory requirements for specific studies. Where relevant
performance or design goals actually apply at a higher level than
the investigation (e.g. where the goals apply to a group of
investigations), describe the relationship between this
investigation and that higher level goal.

II. Rationale for Selected Investigation:

o Provide the rationale and technical basis for why the
investigation will be conducted. Identify relevant technical
issues;

o Describe the constraints that exist for the investigation,
explain how these constraints affect selection of studies,
include a summary of the interrelationships involving
significant interference among studies and investigations



and how plans have been designed or sequenced to address
such interferences, and include a summary of the
interrelationships involving significant interferences among
studies and exploratory shaft facility design and
construction (refer to NRC Observation 4); and

o Discuss the strategy, including how the planned studies,
tests and analyses will be collectively used, for resolving
the relevant technical issues.

III. Description of Studies:

o Since investigations are comprised of one or more
studies, for each study:

- State the objectives of the study, incorporating the
tests and analyses that make up the study;

- Indicate if the study is to provide information for the
development of conceptual models (e.g., the collection of
water level data will provide input to the development of
the conceptual and numerical ground-water flow models);

- Indicate if the study is being performed to guide the
development of subsequent characterization, performance
assessment and/or design activities (e.g., simulations with
ground-water flow models will be performed to determine
where additional drilling will be required);

- List the tests, the test methods to be used, the
data/parameters that are to be collected and/or
evaluated for each test, the locations, numbers, and
duration of tests and the technical procedures that
will be used for the test. Reference the study plans,
as appropriate; and

- For each analysis that the study will support, list the
method of analysis and the information that will result from
the analysis.

IV. Application of Results:

o Briefly discuss where the results from the investigation will
be used for the support of other investigations (performance
assessment, design, and characterization investigations);

o For performance assessment uses, refer to specific
'performance assessment studies (described in Section 8.3.5
of the SCP) which will use the information produced from the
studies described above, and refer to any use of the results
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for model validation;

o For design uses, refer to, or describe, where the
information from the studies described above will be
used in construction equipment design and development and
engineering system design and development (e.g., waste
package, repository engineered barriers, and shafts and
borehole seals); and

o For characterization uses, refer to, or describe, where the
information from the studies described above will be used
in planning other characterization activities.

V. Schedule and Milestones:

o List in tabular form, major milestones which will result
from the studies that comprise the investigation. Proposed
titles, expected delivery dates, and milestones are to be
included;

o Present the schedule for the studies supporting the
investigation, providing beginning and end dates for tests
and analyses, or groups thereof; and

o Show the interrelationships and sequencing of the tests,
analyses, or groups, with particular attention to those that
will affect or be affected by the scheduled completion of
other activities. Dependencies on data derived from other
investigations also should be indicated on the schedule as
well as the major milestones and decision points associated
with the studies. A simple PERT chart should be used to
illustrate these relationships.


